Alberta Doctors' Digest

May - June 2018

• Respond with courage
• Better together: The work of keeping a complex profession unified
• Delay: The deadliest form of denial
• How do physicians view the prospect of retirement?
• Our #GOATs are doing great things to promote physician wellness
• Ready or not, Fintech is here
• Lauren Griggs and Victor Do
• Heart Heroes Camp: “Are we there yet?!"
• AMA Advocacy Night at the University of Alberta
• AMSCAR event fostered student wellness and collegiality
• Connect Care for the rest of us
• Aging, retirement, and extra-terrestrials
• Organ donation ...
• Letter to Alberta Doctors' Digest
• Apply for the 2018 Tarrant Scholarship
• Dr. Padraic Carr is sold on the AMA Youth Run Club